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On the lengths of bases of a fiaitely generated abelian group 

JNota di ALEXANDER ABIAN (a Columbus, Ohio) (*) (**) 

Sammary. - In this paper the lawer and the upper bounds of the lengths 
of the bases of a flnitely generated abelian group are déterminée. 

A subset & of an abelian group § is called a basis of § if £ is 
the direct sunx of oyclic groupa generated by the éléments of &. 
The cardinality of & shall be called the lenyth of the basis ffi. 
Below we détermine the lengths of a longeât and of a shortest 
basis of a flnitely generated abelian group. 

In what follows (X) shall represent a cyclic group generated 
by X and x the order of (X). Moreover, a, p, ... shall represent 
integers. Furtherraore, (X)®[Y) shall represent the direct sum 
of the two cyclic groups {X) and (Y). 

LEMMA 1. - Let A, B and C be three éléments of a finite abelian 
group. Then 

if and only if \A) = (B -«- C) and (b, o) = 1. 

PROFE. - Suppose (A) = (B) © (C). Clearly, B *- C is an élément 
of the highest order bc of {A). Therefore, {A) t=iB -H C). Nqw 
assume the contrary that (6, c) = a > 1 so that b = a|3 and c = aa. 
But then 

ap<j(B -+- C) =. 0 so that ap<j^bc = a*&<r 

(*) Pervenuta alla Segreteria deU'U.M.I. il 22 ottobre 1963. 
(**) Formely SMBAT ABIAN. 
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Consequently, a = l which contradicts the assumption a ^ 1. 
Thus, indeed, (a, b) = 1. 

Next, suppose (^) = ( £ + C ) and (5, c) = 1. Clearîy, [B + C)CZ 
Cl{B)Q(C). Now, since (6, c ) = l , there exist y and S ,such that 
Y& -+• Se = 1 and hence 

8c(S + C) = (i -ib)B = B 

and similarly, 

yô(B-+- C) = ( l - 8 c ) C = C . 

Consequently, (JB) © (G) d {B -i- C). Thus, indeed {A) = (JB) © (C), 
as desired. 

From Lemma 1, by induction, we dérive 

COROLILIARY. - Lei A, A, , A8 , ..., A„ 6e éléments -of a finite 
abelian group* Then 

(A) = (Aï)®(At)®...®(A1l) 

if and only if 

(A) — (Al -H At •+- ... -+- An) and {at, as)=l, for i^=j. 

If B is a finite group then it is well known [1] that B admits 
a primitive décomposition into a direct sum of (indécomposable) 
cyclic groups of prime power orders. Such a primitive décompo
sition of S is unique up to isomorphism. The lenght of a basis 
corresponding to a primitive décomposition of B is an invariant 
of B and shall be denoted by LP{B). Moreover, in a primitiv* 
décomposition of B, the number of the direct siimmands whos< 
orders are powers of a given prime p shall be denoted by n(p) 

LEMMA 2. - Lei B be a finite abelian group such that 

(i) * = ( 0 , ) © ( f f , ) e - ® ( f f J 

then n<,Lp(B). 
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PBOOF. - It is sufficient to observe [1] that a décomposition 
of B such as (1), can be refined to a primitive décomposition of B-

LEMMA 3. - Let (X) be a finite cyclic group and p a given prime 
Then (X) has at most one direct summand rvhose order is a potver 
of P-

PBOOF. Assume the contrary that 

(X)=(A)®(B) and (X) = [A') © (B') 

with a = p* and a'—p*' and (A) ^= (A'). Since a finite cyclic group 
has at most one subgroup of a given order, hence, if <x = a' 
then (A) = {A') which contradicts our assumption. On the other 
hand, if a=|=a'> s»y> « ' > « ) then clearly, (a, 6)4=1) wliich contra
dicts Lemma 1. Thus, aur assumption is false and the Lemma 
i« proved. 

If B is a finite abelian group then it is well known [1] that 
B admits a canonical décomposition into a direct sum of cyclic 
groups such that the order of one of every two direct summands 
divides the order of the other. As it can be easily seen from 
below (and as is well known) such a canonical décomposition of 
B is unique up to isomorphism- The lenght of a basis correspon-
ding to a canonical décomposition of B is an invariant of B and 
shall be denoted by Le(3)-

LEMMA 4. - Let B be a finite abelian group. Then 

Lc(B) = maxn[p). 
p 

PBOOF. - I t is enough to observe that if 

B = (A) © (Gt) © ... © (C*), with c£ = 0 (mod ci+1) 

is a canonical décomposition of B then (C,) is isomorphic to the 
direct sum of those summands of a primitive décomposition of B 
whose orders are of the form p* with a maximum and p a prime. 
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LEMMA 5. - Let B be a finite abelian "groît,p such that 

B = {Ax)®{At)®...®(An). 

Ihen 

Le(B)^n^Lp[B). 

PROOF. - The fact that n-<,Lp\B) is secured by lemma 2. The 
fact that LC{B) <; n is secured by Lemmas 3 and 4. 

Finaliy, let & be a flnitely generated abelian group. It is well 
known [1] that 61 admits a finite basis and that the number r 
(called the rank of Si) of, the éléments of infinité order of a basis 
of & is an invariant of d. Moreover, in an arbitrary décomposition 
of (St into a direct sum of cyclic groups the direct sum of ail the 
finite summands is equal to the torsion subgroup of &. Conse
quently, in view of Lemma 5 we hâve: 

THEOBEM. Let €t be a flnitely generated abelian group of rank 
r. Let Lc(&) and Lp(6l) dénote respectively the lengths of a canonical 
and of a primitive décomposition of the torsion subgroup of fil. If 
n dénotes the length of a basis of 6L then 

r -+- Lc(€t)^n^r-h Lp(&). 
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